
By Ian Cohen

The moment that Rick Santorum 
dropped out of the race, college 

students and liberals generally 
around the country shouted out in 
absolute joy and ecstasy. The reality 
that we must face now, however, 
is the prospect that a legitimate 
Republican candidate, Mitt 

Romney, could end up in the White 
House. The question is whether or 
not we should see this development 
as a blessing or a curse. Is it better 
that the crazy guy that supposedly 
nobody would vote for is out and 
the moderate Republican is now 
the definite candidate? I would 
argue, unequivocally, yes. Let’s 
face the truth: for a number of 

reasons, Mitt Romney isn’t so bad. 
To begin with, it is worthy to note 
that Mitt and Barack are quite similar 
guys at their foundations. Whereas 
the Left and the Far Right wings like 
to paint President Obama as a kind of 
transformative figure, a man whose 
underlying political ideology and 
sentiments are far more socialistic 
than most contemporary politicians, 
this has been shown to not be the 
case in practice. He may campaign 
on the platform of social justice and 
eradicating inequality in America, 
however, Obama’s proposals and 
methods are nothing other than cen-
trist: his administration’s health care 
reform plan was originally designed 
by the conservative Heritage Founda-
tion in the early 1990s, his financial 
reform plan was merely designed to 
fix and modernize certain regulatory 
systems that helped lead to a financial 
crisis, his increase in federal spend-

ing in stimulus was only passed due 
to the necessity of the economy (in 
the eyes of a majority of economists, 
not just the liberal ones), and his for-
eign policy has been nearly as milita-
ristic as that of the Bush Administra-
tion. Obama, for better or worse, is a 
leader of moderate temperament and 
calculated action. 

We have absolutely no reason to 
think that Mitt Romney will be any 
different a leader. His primary-season 
rhetoric, so driven by the need to 
rally conservatives to his campaign, 
has yet been far more moderate than 
many of his adversaries. Unlike Rick 
Santorum or Newt Gingrich, he never 
painted himself as a culture warrior 
of any stripe, going as far as saying, 
“Contraception is doing fine!” It 
might be amazing to consider that 
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To give credit where credit is due 
– Fox News has never actively 

tried to hide its conservative 
leanings.  Its primetime opinion 
personalities range from Republican 
to Libertarian to Republican; its 
5:00pm roundtable-styled debate 
show, The Five, regularly consists 
of one liberal commentator 
arguing against four conservative 
commentators.  In 2007, Fox News 
even spawned a new sister channel, 
Fox News Business, promising to 
be more “pro-business” than rival 
network CNBC.  In this sense, 
Fox News knows exactly where it 
stands on the cable-news political 
spectrum – and liberals immediately 
garner a sense of suspicion toward 
any Fox News report.  And therein 
lies the problem: instead of 
constantly criticizing Fox News, 

liberals can instead use Fox News 
as a genuine means of constructive, 
albeit many times heated, 
engagement with conservatives

Although it lean heavily to 
the right, Fox News does appear to 
be genuinely interested in hiring 

smart, relevant progressives to 
counterbalance its glutton of 
conservative commentators.  Some 
frequent liberal conservators include 
Daily Beast columnist Kirsten 
Powers, former NPR host Juan 
Williams, former campaign manager 
for Howard Dean Joe Trippi, former 

campaign manager for Walter 
Mondale Bob Beckel, and former 
advisor to Hillary Clinton’s president 
campaign Jehmu Greene among 
others.  They may be outnumbered 
but they consistently provide strong, 
insightful commentary on Fox 
News’ various news programs. More 
optimistically, Fox News appears to 
be further diversifying its roulette 
of commentators, adding more 
prominent liberal voices to their daily 
segments, including Reverend Jesse 
Jackson’s daughter, Santita Jackson, 
and grassroots community organizer 
with the Center for Community 
Change, Sally Kohn. 

Sally Kohn, an openly gay and 
a supporter of the Occupy Wall Street 
movement, represents perhaps the 
direct opposite of the stereotypical 
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Bullying. We all go through it at 
some point during childhood 

or adolescence. For decades, 
“bullying” in American culture has 
been seen as a sort of natural right 
of passage through childhood and 
adolescence, and many presume 
that while unpleasant, the childish 
teasing, embarrassment, and 
even physical injury has little 
to no effect on a person’s long-
term health or quality of life. 

Over the past decade, mainstream 
media has focused on dramatic 
examples of bullying, particularly 
during the awkward years of middle 
school or emerging adolescence of 
high school in popular movies, like 
Mean Girls starring Lindsay Lohan or 
the Lifetime original movie Odd Girl 
Out. However, recent tragedies rooted 
in children’s and even their parents’ 
cruel prejudices against other youth 
has sparked serious dialogue among 
Americans on the law’s responsibility 
to ensure that bullying among minors 
doesn’t lead to dire outcomes.

The tragic death of Rutgers 
freshman Tyler Clementi on 
September 22, 2010 after his 
roommate, Ravi Dharun, streamed 
live videos of Mr. Clementi sharing 
an intimate moment with another 
man in their dorm room, was one of 
the many incidents all over the United 
States in recent years that has captured 
national attention and demonstrated 
how seemingly childish teasing and 
spying could lead to tragedy and death 
in a young person’s life. Shortly after 
Tyler discovered the spying incident 
and told his parents that he was gay, 
he jumped to his death off the George 
Washington Bridge. 

Mr. Ravi’s conviction for 15 
charges of committing a hate crime 
was particularly compelling because 
it set a new precedent that being a 
minor was no long an excuse for 
prejudice or abuse. In fact, Mr. 
Clementi’s tragic suicide and Mr. 
Ravi’s conviction led to the bipartisan 
passage of a new anti-bullying law, 
the strongest legislation of its kind 
ever passed in our nation’s history. 
Democratic State Sen. Barbara 
Buono from Metuchen and one of the 

sponsors of the new law told CBS, 
“New Jersey is sending a powerful 
message to every child that school 
will be a safe place for them to learn 
and grow, not a place for them to 
dread.” Additionally, the law requires 
that all schools in the state offer anti-
bullying programs at all grade levels, 
and that all incidents become directly 
addressed and reported to the state.

These new policies will 
hopefully promote school 
environments throughout the state that 
are completely intolerant to bullying 
or hate. Bullying has even come to 
the forefront of the attention of many 
celebrities and politicians, such as 
Ellen De Generes, Michelle Cho, and 
Madame Secretary of State Hilary 
Clinton. In fact, Lada Gaga founded 
the Born This Way Foundation to 
further campaign against bullying of 
marginalized children and teens. 

Along with this legal and 
cultural crackdown on bullying, 
there has been an incredible increase 
in national awareness of hazing on 
college campuses, particularly in 
Greek Life. Sadly, Cornell’s Greek 
System has been placed center-stage 
of this national anti-hazing dialogue, 
which could be attributed to the 
detailed 6-page long New York Times 
spread featuring a hazing episode and 
consequent death of SAE brother 
George Desdunes in 2011 published 
just this past April. 

The article began with detailed 
descriptions of the circumstances 
behind Mr. Desdunes’ death. 

“IN the early-morning hours 
of that Friday in February 2011, at 
around 3 a.m., George Desdunes and 
another Cornell sophomore were 
sitting on a couch blindfolded, their 
wrists and ankles bound with zip ties 
and duct tape.

They had been kidnapped and 
driven to a town house somewhere 
on campus, one of the annual hazing 
rites of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
fraternity. This particular ritual 
worked in reverse of most hazing. 
It was the freshman pledges who 
kidnapped older students. 

The two S.A.E. brothers were 
asked trivia questions about the 

fraternity. If they gave a wrong 
answer they were supposed to drink a 
shot of vodka. As George Desdunes’s 
roommate would later tell the police, 
“The purpose is to tie up the brother 
and get him drunk.”” 

While the Cornell administration 
has tried to crack-down on hazing 
since the death of Mr. Desdunes, 
unfortunately many believe that 
hazing has been so ingrained in our 
Greek system, that it will take a 
deeper cultural shift to truly challenge 
fraternities’ long-held pledging 
traditions. Samantha Bobra ’13, a 
member of a co-ed social fraternity, 
said, “I think people have been 
adjusting to the IFC’s new policies 
this year, and it’s been helping, but 
it’s also encouraging chapters to try 
to avoid taking responsibility for their 
actions (i.e. calling for help when a 
student is too drunk) in fear of getting 
their chapter shut down.” 

Of course hazing in fraternities 
is not exactly comparable to bullying 
or hate crimes. Most victims of hazing 
on some level choose to endure the 
harsh treatment to earn acceptance 
and demonstrate a deep level of 
commitment to a larger brotherhood. 
However, it is ironic that an institution 
that historically prides itself in being 
founded on openness to all students 
irrespective of their gender, religion, 
or race has such an ingrained and 
exclusive culture of hazing among 
students devoted to promoting 
“brotherhoods” within fraternities. 

The national dialogue 
challenging bullying among college-
aged youth is centered today on 
Cornell’s Greek System. Tougher 
IFC rules and harsher rhetoric alone 
will not prevent the tragic deaths 
of future George Desdunes’ here at 
Cornell. Sam Bobra said she is “glad 
that the administration is trying to 
make things better, but I just don’t 
think they actually understand the 
Greek system well enough to know 
how to fix it, so change isn’t really 
going to happen unless the students 
want it to happen.”
. 
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Service With an Impact: WH Internship

Working in The White House Sam MossEDITORIAL
Bullied to Death

CP

Holding a White House position affords in-
terns an exemplary professional crash-course. In-
terns learn to expeditiously operate in a dynamic, 
unpredictable, and fast-paced environment unlike any 
other. 

Join The Progressive!
Meetings: Mondays at 5:30 PM 

in Goldwin Smith 160

Email: cuprogressive@gmail.com

Last semester, I worked at the 
White House as an intern. Serv-
ing in the White House Fellow-
ships Office and having access 
to an institution as rarified as the 
White House was an exciting and 
unparalleled experience. I would 
strongly encourage all motivated 
and aspiring Cornell University 
students to apply, as a White House 
internship confers innumerable 
opportunities and opens countless 
doors. 

First, proximity to the 
Executive Office of the President 
provides networking opportunities. 
Depending on one’s placement of-
fice, interns can associate with ac-
complished and widely renowned 
White House staff and senior 
Presidential advisors. Interns quite 
literally partake in making news 
reported in media outlets such as 
The New York Times and CNN, and 
enable the President to advance the 
sovereign interests of the United 

States. 
Moreover, each White 

House intern class comprises the 
Nation’s future leaders. White 
House interns are drawn from 
every corner of the United States, 
have exhibited commitment to pub-
lic service and leadership, and have 
demonstrated excellence in their 
respective pursuits. Identifying 
with this select group and counting 
its members as personal friends is 
an honor penultimate to none. 

Second, holding a White 
House position affords interns 
an exemplary professional crash-
course. Interns learn to expedi-
tiously operate in a dynamic, 
unpredictable, and fast-paced 
environment unlike any other. 
White House interns contribute to 
the impactful business of the White 
House.What happens in the Execu-

tive Office of the President matters. 
A lot. The performance of duties 
comprised in any particular intern’s 
portfolio is absolutely indispen-
sible in the context of the overall 
institution. 

Third, interns gain a knowl-
edge base and accrue wisdom 
idiosyncratic and unique to the 
White House. Interns can attend 
the weekly lecture series featuring 
senior advisors to the President 
from a broad spectrum of offices, 
including White House Counsel, 
the Press Office, and the Office 
of Public Engagement. Profes-
sional Interest Groups augment the 
lecture series, and offer interns the 
chance to meet Presidential aides 
in an intimate setting. Professional 
Interest Groups are germane to 
policy areas like foreign policy, 
domestic policy, media, and law, 
allowing interns a chance for give-
and-take dialogue with functional 
advisors to the President.

 Interns, of course, meet 
with the so-called principals: the 
President, the Vice President, and 
the First Lady. In these candidate 
sessions, interns can pose ques-
tions to, and seek the advice and 
opinions of, the history-making 
leaders of our time. Ultimately 
emerging, then, with a more 
reasoned and nuanced view of the 
role of the White House and the 
President, interns venture forth 
at the conclusion of the program 
to continue endeavors in public 
service leadership.
 Participating in the White 
House Internship Program is an 
incredibly rewarding and indelible 
opportunity. To list “The White 
House” as a former employer on a 
resume is a valued distinction and 
a conversation starter. And there’s 
so much more. At some offices, 

interns travel the Nation and at 
affiliate with VIPs. Whatever the 
placement, a White House intern-
ship is a meaningful experience 
and fond memory subsequent to 
completion. All interested should 
apply.
 Online application for 
the upcoming Spring 2013 round 

opens on May 14. Note internship 
rounds after 2012 are tentative. 
Additional information as to ap-
plication submission deadlines and 
otherwise can be found at www.
whitehouse.gov/internships. 

http://www.aei.org/article/the-innocents-abroad-obamas-foreign-policy-is-characterized/
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President of the Cornell Democrats:

“I think it is a necessary step forward in immigration 
reform that doesn’t penalize hardworking students who 
may be illegal immigrants through no fault of their 
own.”

-Tony Montgomery, ‘13
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My conservative friends often 
tell me that their chosen 

political philosophy is preferable 
due to its superior rationality and 
logic. Conservatism, they say, is 
more realistic – a better indicator of 
human behavior. They generally see 
liberals, on the other hand, as dewy-
eyed dopes: frivolous wanna-be 
hippies and “Kumbaya Canards.”

Now, it would be easy, and 
amusing for that matter, to write that 
conservatives are the nutbars here. 
But, let’s not descend to that level 
just yet. There will be time for that 
later. Instead, let’s examine one of 
their Cri de Coeurs: cutting taxes for 

the uber-wealthy, or, as the Cons like 
to refer to them, the Job Creators.

Now, I’ll admit that it is tough 
being a billionaire today. The fear 
and deference that your eye-popping 
wealth would have inspired a 
generation or two ago has evaporated. 
Many people, at least the ones 
who are camped out on your lawn, 
believe that your historically low tax 
rates should be increased to pay for 
frivolous perks like education, health 
care, and reducing public debts. I 
think we can all understand how the 
rich today feel – what good is it being 
an overlord if you cannot lord it over 
everyone else?

Conservatives claim this to be 
class warfare; however, this is wrong 
on two counts. In the first place, 
liberals do not wish to punish the rich 
for their success. In fact, every liberal 
that I know, myself included, would 
like to be, at the very least, affluent. 
Filthy rich works for me too. I would 
like nothing more than to have the 
inconvenience of needing a larger 
mattress under which I could hide 
my billions.  We don’t hate the rich. 
In fact, we would like to be them one 
day.

Additionally, there is a class war 

in our midst but it is not against the 
rich. This war is against the poor and, 
I can assure you, the poor are losing. 
The House recently passed the Ryan 
Budget, mostly as an act of political 

theater (as they had to have known 
that it would be dead on arrival in 
the Senate). Congressman Paul Ryan 
is remarkable in his ballsiness. With 
a straight face, he has put forth a 
budget that eviscerates what remains 
of the social safety net (during hard 
economic times, mind you) and 
further cuts taxes for the wealthy. 
The entire notion of paying off the 
national debt doesn’t come into play 

for another twenty years

If conservatives sincerely 
believe that pitiable billionaires are in 
such dire straits, they should advocate 
the total elimination of taxes. Now, 
theirs would be an economic climate 
ripe for job creation. Look at the 
number of security guards they would 
need to protect their palaces from the 
wandering hordes of dispossessed and 
unemployed. Safe food? Well, it will 
all have to be imported from countries 
that still believe in some level of real 
government regulation. So, that’s 
great for shipping companies and 
port cities. Clean water and air? Lots 
of jobs in private environmental clean 
up companies whose job will be to 
ship vats of potable water and tanks 
of mountain fresh air from the Alps.

Right now, we are having a 
nation-wide tantrum because the 
Hitler/Stalin/Obama administration 
wants to make everyone buy 
insurance. Wow! Where does it 
stop? Cell phones? Burial policies? 
Broccoli? Note to conservatives: 
There are historical precedents for 
congress passing mandates. In fact, in 
1798, Congress passed and President 
John Adams signed into law a 
mandate for all privately employed 
sailors to buy health insurance. 

The only potential good that 
could come from the overturning 
of the individual mandate is that 
it would pave the way for the one 
health insurance system that provides 
care to all and controls cost: a single-
payer, government run system in 
which health care is a right. In the 
meantime, we spend more on health 
care than any other nation and have 
on average mediocre care.

Who is more realistic – cons 
or libs? To be somewhat fair, I’ll 
admit that no side has a lock on 
sanity. However, when one half of 
the American polity decides to go 
off the deep end – electrified fences 
along the border, tax cuts for Warren 
Buffett and Mitt Romney, a President 
named Santorum or Gingrich, Moon 
colonies, and leaving millions off of 
the health insurance rolls – you’ve 
got to ask yourself, who’s crazy now?
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Jonathan Yuan ON FOX NEWS

CP

The Right Isn’t Just Wrong. It’s Crazy.
ON CONSERVATISM   Matt Scognamiglio

Many people, at least 
the ones who are 
camped out on your 
lawn, believe that 
your historically low 
tax rates should be 
increased to pay for 
frivolous perks like 
education, health care, 
and reducing public 
debts.

CP

Continued from page 1

Rather than criticizing each and every one of Fox 
News’ moves, we need more strong and intelligent 
liberals to represent the left on Fox News.

CP

Moderate Mitt Should Scare No One
Ian Cohen ON MITT ROMNEY

The question that bothers many, partisans and 
independents alike (of all kinds, I should say), is 
who exactly is Mitt Romney? What does he really 
believe?

Continued from page 1

Congressman Paul 
Ryan is remarkable in 
his ballsiness. With a 
straight face, he has 
put forth a budget 
that eviscerates what 
remains of the social 
safety net and further 
cuts taxes for the 
wealthy.

 blond-haired, blue-eyed, leggy 
Fox News personality.  Tossing 
aside skirts and dresses for the suit, 
Kohn frequently defends the left on 
various Fox News programs against 
some of Fox News’ more prominent 
conservatives, including Bill 
O’Reilly and Sean Hannity.  There 
is good reasoning behind Kohn’s 
decision of signing a contract with 
Fox News – reasoning that should 
start resonating with other liberals.  
She states, “They [Fox News] want a 

good fight on the issues and they want 
good progressives who are standing 
up for our side.  More often, I think 
the problem is that good progressives 
refuse to appear on Fox, which seems 
to me like a wasted opportunity.  
Well, Fox News is where the largest 
audience is.  Why wouldn’t we want 
to speak with them and engage?”

Fox News regularly doubles 
both CNN and MSNBC in its daytime 
and nighttime ratings, providing an 
incredibly valuable mouthpiece for 
any political commentator.  And Kohn 
is absolutely correct – rather than 

criticizing each and every one of Fox 
News’ moves, we need more strong 
and intelligent liberals to represent 
the left on Fox News.  Rather than 
viewing the network as a venomous 

pot of propaganda for the Republican 
establishment, we should take a step 
back and view Fox News objectively.  

Fox Becoming “Fair and Balanced” ?

something of such consensus 
opinion as the benefits of 
contraception were under attack in 
Republican primaries; however, it is 
also relieving to hear a voice of reason 
in the debates that wouldn’t wish to 
get rid of our rights to safe sex. 

In the meantime, his stridency 
against President Obama’s “socialist” 
agenda has been temperate in 

nature, especially considering the 
often-violent reaction one expects 
from a Republican running in the 
conservative primaries. When Bill 
O’Reilly prodded Mitt to call Obama 
a socialist on The O’Reilly Factor, 
Romney sneakily denied him: “You 
know, I consider him a big government 
liberal democrat.  I think as you look 
at his policies, you conclude that he 
thinks Europe got it right and we got 
it wrong.” A right wing lunatic, Mitt 
is not.

The question that bothers many, 
partisans and independents alike (of 
all kinds, I should say), is who exactly 
is Mitt Romney? What does he really 
believe? Is he just a slimy politician 
that will say anything? Just who is 
this man? Mitt Romney is the son of 
one the last great liberal-moderate 
Republicans, George Romney, a man 
whose passionate support of the Civil 
Rights Act brought him to distance 
himself if not outright denounce the 
party’s positions during the 1964 
elections. 

Mitt himself is a J.D. M.B.A. 
from Harvard and, as we know, a 
successful businessman in the area 
of Private Equity – a fact that many 
liberals will see as a detriment, for 
government and business are two very 
separate areas, no doubt. He likes to 
say that his business experience lends 
him the knowledge he needs to fix the 
economy (knowledge that naturally 
Barack Obama doesn’t have) – and 
that is very likely bullshit.

This, however, does not mean 
that his experience and, more 
importantly, his success in business 
is a bad thing. One quality instilled 
in those with business experience is 
pragmatism (a quality that Mitt shares 
with President Obama). That is, both 
men’s ideas on policy do not come 
from a mainly ideological basis. Their 
decisions might be tainted by their 
own personal sentiments, as would be 
anyone’s, but their ultimate goal is to 

http://www.mediabistro.com/tvnewser/fox-news-channels-the-five-notches-permanent-spot-at-5-pm_b90397

http://fawstin.blogspot.com/2012/02/obamaromney-2012.html

do what works for the given situation. 
This is why Mitt Romney spoke out 
against massively cutting government 
spending during the recession (as so 
many of his conservative colleagues 
proposed) – he may think a smaller 
government is preferable but knows 
that such a decision will inevitably be 
destabilizing rather than beneficial. 
His economic advisors, it is also 
worthy to note, are not on the right 
wing fringe but are rather moderate 
economic thinkers. One of them 
happens to be N. Gregory Mankiw, 
who wrote the textbook many of us 
read in Intro Econ. 

So who is Mitt Romney? He’s 
a temperate kind of guy, a political 
moderate, and an experienced 
former businessman and a pragmatic 
governor. I’m not saying that I would 
prefer him to Barack Obama but let’s 
face the truth, if he won the presidency 
it wouldn’t be the end of the world.

“If we are utilizing 
our resources to educate 
immigrants even if they are 
illegal, we should provide a 
route  for them to use their 
skills to benefit our country 
economically.”

-Teddy Gross, ‘15

“I think I like it because, 
one they work their way up 
- they aren’t getting things 
straight away. Not to mention, 
it would increase revenues for 
universities.”

-Raeed Deen, ‘13
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An Enduring Commitment to Cornell University
Sam Moss ON ALMA MATER

In the end, we 
are all on the dole in 
one way or another, 
often receiving benefits 
that we don’t need or 
deserve, some of which 
might not have good 
consequences.

 One man said that he was at the welfare office 
to pick up some “Obamabucks,” while another said 
he had no desire to work and would take whatever he 
could get. 

As we head forth form the Hill atop 
Cayuga’s waters, proudly clutching 
our Ivy League degrees, we become 
the newest member of the nearly 
150-year-old Cornell Legacy. It was in 
1865 that Ezra Cornell founded Cor-
nell University, an egalitarian institu-
tion where “any person [could] find 
instruction in any study.” With those 
constituting words, Cornell Universi-
ty came into being, indelibly chang-
ing higher education in America.
 Cornell University was as 
American as America itself. For it, 
much like the Jeffersonian “experi-
ment in self-government,” was semi-
nally significant, resting on values 
of inclusivity and upward mobility 
and a belief that hard work secured 
success. For example, Cornell, un-
like more traditional peer institu-
tions, made study of Latin optional, 
echoing the notion that higher edu-
cation should be accessible to all; 
Cornell also sponsored courses of 
study in practical and intellectual 
pursuits equally, and in later years, 
would become a forerunning in 
admitting women and minorities. 
 Joining this distinct lega-
cy clearly warrants celebration, as 
well as assessment of our plans. 
After Commencement, regardless 
of whether we are working, con-
tinuing education, or traveling, the 
membership of the Cornell Class 
of 2012 will find itself navigating 
the uncertain yet promissory terrain 
of the “real world.” In this environ-
ment, at the dawn of adulthood, we 

will be as free in our lives as ever. 
 Yet, as famed Cornell Pro-
fessor Carl Becker famously said, 
“with freedom comes responsibil-

ity.” We ought to remember that 
though we will soon have “real 
world” freedom, this empowerment 
attained through education was not 
arbitrarily conferred. Rather, it will 
have been begotten by our Cor-
nell degree. The Cornell degree 
will permit us to pursue our fondest 
dreams and realize our highest hopes. 
 We therefore owe Cornell 
University a deep debt of gratitude. 
Much as our Cornell degree lasts a 
lifetime, guaranteeing us comfort 
and fulfillment if we seek thus, so too 
must our loyalty to our alma mater. 
Our affiliation with Cornell will be 
forever intact. It is an enduring rela-
tionship: a reciprocal commitment.
 While we can express com-

mitment in many ways, the take-
away is that we indeed make one. 
In committing, we can ensure Cor-
nell University remains a prominent 
academic hub, a bastion of thought 
dedicated to the advancement of 
knowledge for all humanity. Further-
more, in committing, we can allow 
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed youths 
the opportunities and excitement a 
Cornell education engenders. Ulti-
mately, supporting Cornell Univer-
sity gives the next generation the 

hopeful future we now embark on.
 So, as your college years end, 
cherish your fast-dwindling time on 
the Hill. When you leave, chase your 
dreams and never stop. But never ne-
glect to reflect, to thank those who 
helped and underwrote your success. 
We are the legacy of those who as-
sisted us. Leaving Cornell, we have 
a solemn duty to honor them by pass-
ing this philanthropic legacy forward. 

CP

                  By Jessica Palmer CP

Much as our Cornell 
degree lasts a lifetime, 
guaranteeing us 
comfort and fulfillment 
if we seek thus, so too 
must our loyalty to our 
alma mater.

http://www.asergeev.com/pictures/k/Ithaca_Cornell.htm
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Obamabucks! Our addiction to Federal Dollars
ON THE WELFARE SOCIETY Juan Luis Cardona  

It was once said that only Richard 
Nixon could open China. 

In the early 1970s, Nixon 
began diplomatic relations with 
communist China (shaking hands 
with Chairman Mao himself), 
ended U.S. involvement in the 
Vietnam War, and began the 
“Détente” period with the Soviet 
Union. Had a liberal done any of 
those things, the conservatives 
would have lynched him as 
a pinko-commie infiltrator. A 
Republican, on the hand, could 
pull it off because the GOP was 
supposedly “hard on communism.”

We have similarly reached 
a point where reform is necessary. 
It will not be easy but it must 
be done and only a liberal can 
do it. The target this time is not 
the easing of foreign policy but 
rather the transformation of our 
entitlement society and the welfare 
state. And make no mistake, only a 
liberal Democrat will be able to do 
this. 

Recently on HBO’s 
Real Time with Bill Maher, 
guest documentarian Alexandra 
Pelosi decided to expose some 
the problems of the parties 
with particular candor. In two 
separate videos, one filmed 
in rural Mississippi, the other 
outside a downtown Manhattan 
welfare office, Pelosi captured 
a bit of truth about politics and 
government today. The videos 
have been attacked and criticized 

Outlays for the federal budget have been, for the last few decades, overburdened by social services and defense 
spending.
             Photo Courtesy of http://skydancingblog.com/tag/federal-spending/

quite a bit – and the reasoning is 
clear. The portrayal of rural voters 
in Mississippi, for instance, can 
be quite scathing; however, the 
depiction of welfare in Manhattan 
was even more damning. 

At the Manhattan welfare 
office, Pelosi interviewed the 
prime targets of conservative 
hatred – able-bodied men receiving 
government aid simply for a lack 
of interest in work. That would 
be putting it nicely: Parasitic 
welfare queens might be more 
apt. One man said that he was at 
the welfare office to pick up some 
“Obamabucks,” while another 

said he had no desire to work and 
would take whatever he could get. 
To add insult to injury, a sign for 
the job fair across the street hung 
right behind the welfare recipients 
as they were being interviewed.

Though mini-documentary 
captured the problems of the 
welfare state on an individual level, 
the video was only a caricature 
of the greater problem: these 

men aren’t really the only non-
deserving recipients of government 
money. We all are. 

Whether we realize it 
or not, we are all recipients 
of some kind of government 
money, all subjects to some kind 
of government program, from 
large corporations (particularly 
insidious welfare queens, by the 
way) to new homeowners. Every 
year, Congress gives hundreds of 
billions of dollars to companies 
to build machines that kill people 
(i.e. defense contractors – this 
is mainly what the euphemism 
“defense spending” really means). 
Congress subsidizes the gas 
and oil industry, the agriculture 
industry, healthcare, and the 
financial sector, while the federal 
tax code is structured in a way that 
outlays vast sums of tax dollars to 
subsidize homeownership. This 
particular subsidy inadvertently 
led to a housing boom, a financial 
crisis, and then a deep recession 
(so if you can’t find a job after 
college, you can partially blame 
the government for crappy policy). 
This is what economists call the 
distortion of incentives, a process 

that usually ends in bad results.
There are many arguments 

for and against welfare programs. 
Conservatives argue that giving 
money to the poor will make them 
stay at home rather than go to work 
(another distortion of incentives). 
They aren’t entirely wrong, if Bill 
Maher and Alexandra Pelosi’s 
video had any validity (and, 
mind you, both are unapologetic 

liberals). It is equally true to 
say that many of the people that 
receive welfare or food stamps do 
in fact need them to complement 
their paychecks (no matter what 
Newt Gingrich likes to say). 

  What is more important 
to remember, nonetheless, is that 
those guys taking advantage of the 
government at the welfare offices 
in Manhattan aren’t alone. In the 
end, we are all on the dole in one 
way or another, often receiving 
benefits that we don’t need or 
deserve, some of which might not 
have good consequences. Few 
would argue that the existence of 
Pell Grants is bad; however, the 
subsidizing of oil companies that 
are among the richest corporations 
in the world is quite obviously 

wrong. The subsidizing of home 
ownership, through a government 
program that has helped millions 
of Americans buy their own home, 
ended up being equally wrong 
– it only needed to cause a near 
economic depression for anyone to 
notice. 

The two biggest 
entitlements in the United States, 
Social Security and Medicare, 

have had their own 
problems and needs for reform. 
Many believe that both programs 
will go bankrupt in the long term, 
with the retiring of the baby boom 
generation, in turn bankrupting 
the United States government. 
It is not against the principles of 
liberals or Democrats to, in the 
least, admit that these programs 
for retirees should be reformed to 
take into account 21st century life 
expectancy. 

There are far more 
nuanced, wonky arguments to 
make on this subject but what must 
be done remains the same. I look 
forward to the day when a liberal 
Democrat stands in the well of the 
senate proclaiming the need for 
true 21st century reform.
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“Mitt Romney has already be-
gun the process of choosing a 
running mate. Romney wants 
someone with a different eth-
nicity who appeals to women, 
so his first choice  is President 

Obama.”
- Conan O’Brien

“The Democrats accuse the Republi-
cans of launching a war on women. 

Then the Republicans accuse the 
Democrats of the same thing. At 

this point, who can remember who 
enacted reproductive health restric-
tions in 36 states including manda-

tory transvaginal ultrasounds?”
- Stephen Colbert

“President Obama talked about the 
Secret Service prostitution scandal, 

saying he’s reserving judgment until 
all the facts are in, or at least until 
he figures out a way to blame this 

on Mitt Romney.” 
–Craig Ferguson

“New Jersey Mayor Corey Booker 
last night personally rescued a 

woman from a burning building. Or 
as Fox News reported it, ‘black man 

loots house, steals white woman.”
-Bill Maher

“The pundits say Santorum 
pulled out at just the right 

time, which is also his birth 
control policy.” 

–Bill Maher


